
  

How To Trick People Into Giving You Their 
Money (And Make Them Happy About It)



  

WHO AM I...



  

COLIN THERIOT
(Rhymes With:)



  

COPYWRITING
CRITIQUES

Consulting
SPEAKING
TEACHING

MENTORING



  

The Cult of Copy
(http://CultOfCopy.com)



  

Occult: Secret
Culture: Society



  

The “Cult” Consists Of...

1. 4000 Member Facebook Group~
2. Colleagues and Clients

3. Fans and Followers



  

The Rev. Dr. Sir Colin D. Theriot
Licensed Non-Religious Minister

Honorary Doctor of Esoteric Psychology
Knight of the Bohemian Empire



  

1. Lock & Key: 
Persona & Avatar

2. Message Formula: 
Product Descriptions 
(& Everything Else) 



  

Lock & Key Relationship



  

W,W,W,W,W,H,WI 

1. Who?
2. What?
3. When?
4. Where?
5. Why?
6. How?

7. What If?



  

Side 1: Customer Avatar



  

1. Who is the Specific Target Prospect?

Be specific: gender, education, 
employment, family, etc...

What makes them DESTINED to suffer 
from the problem you solve?



  

2. WHAT is the nature of their specific 
problem?

Is it physical, mental, emotional, etc.

Is it painful, annoying, bothersome, etc.



  

3. WHEN do they actually experience 
the problem?

How often do they suffer?
Hoe long do they suffer?

What amount of time is wasted by this problem?



  

4. WHERE else does the problem 
affect them negatively?

Besides the actual experience...
What are the ripples?

What are the dominoes?



  

5. WHy Can't they solve the problem 
themselves?

How has it never been their fault?
Why does this happen to them vs. others?



  

6. How have they tried to 
solve it and failed?

What have they tried on their own?
What competing solutions have failed?

What are they afraid to try?



  

7. What if They could solve it? 

What would life be like then?
Reverse the ripples.

Reverse the dominoes.
Not just solved, but REVERSED.



  

Side 2: Selling persona



  

1. WHo are you to have solved this problem? 

What are your UNIQUE circumstances?
Why were YOU, specifically, destined to be the 

person (or company) to solve this problem?



  

2. WHAT is the nature of your solution? 

Describe the physical nature of it?
What exactly does it do for the prospect?



  

3. WHEN can they solve the problem once 
they get your solution? 

Is it instant relief?
Will it require effort from them?

Are the results lasting, or temporary?



  

4. WHERE else can they apply this solution? 

Is there benefit beyond simply solving it?
Are there other possible applications?

Again, reverse the ripples and dominoes.



  

5. WHy is your solution the best one 
available? 

What makes it stand out among competitors?
How is it not only BETTER, but really the ONLY 

sensible option for them?



  

6. HOW does your solution work? 

How does it function?
What is required to make it work?

How do they get it and use it?



  

7. WHAT IF they decline your offer? 

How does the problem get worse?
Will they stagnate in frustration?

Use “where” and “when” to paint a vivid picture of 
future pain and suffering.



  

Lock & Key 

Allows you to define yourself, your company, and 
your products in a way the deeply connects to the 

pain of the prospect's problem.

Right person, right place, right time, right deal.

(And they think it's their own idea...)



  

Message Formula: Viking Velociraptor



  

The Pattern

1. VERIFY what they “see”
2. VALIDATE how they “feel”

3. VANTAGE to present your info
4. VALUES you have in common

5. VILLAINS you both hate



  

1. verify something they see or observe 

Lifestyle
Problems

Competition
Buzz



  

2. validate their internal response to it 

Envy
Aspiration

Pain
Anger

Pleasure



  

3. Use this Vantage to Present your info 

Your product
Features
Benefits

Advantages



  

4. Share values that you have in common

W,W,W,W,W,H,WI
Wants
Hopes

The Future



  

5. Decry Villains you both stand against

Again: W,W,W,W,W,H,WI
Enemies
Obstacles

Competitors
The Past



  

For Example...



  

Any Questions?
(If we still have time...)



  

Thanks!  

The Rev. Dr. Sir Colin D. Theriot
The Cult of Copy

http://CultOfCopy.com

More resources like this...
Plus many apostles to help with your copy.
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